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'Choosing the Margin as a Space of Radical Openness'
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As a radical standpoint, perspective, position, 'the po litics of location' necessa rily

he

calls those of us who would participate in the format ion of cou nter-hegemo n, c

ve

cultural practice to identify the spaces where we begin the process of re-vision

nd

When asked, 'What does it mean to enjoy reading Beloved, adm ire Schooldaze,

;m

and have a the oreti ca l interest in post-struc!uralist th eory?' (one of the 'wild'

to

questions posed by the Third World Cinema Focus Forum), I located my answer

ri 's

concretely in the re alm of oppositional politi ca l struggle . Such diverse pleasures call

las

be experienced, enjoyed even, because on e transgresses, moves 'out of o ne"s
place.' For many of us, that movement requires. pushing against oppressive boundaries set by race, sex, and class domin ati o n. Initially, th en, it is a defiant

pol'tic~1

gesture . Moving, we confro nt the real iti es of choice and location . Within com plex
and ever shifting realrns of power rela ti ons, do we position ourselves on the Side Cif
ks,

co lon izing mentality' Or do we continue to stan d in political res;s tance w ith the
oppressed, ready to offer ou r ways of seeing and theori zi ng , of making cultu re,

13,

lbs

towards th at revoluti onary effort whi ch seeks to create space where there IS
unlim ited access to th e pleasure and po wer of knowing, where tran sfOrma HJ n is
poss ibl e' Thi s choice is crucial . It sha pes and determines our resp 'O nse to e x i s tin '~
cu l,tural practice and o ur capacity to erlvisi n new, alternati, e, oppositional
aesthetic acts. It Informs the way we spea k abou t these issues, the language we
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choose . Language is also a place o f struggl e.
To me, t he effort t o speak about issues o f 'space and loca tion' evoked pai r.
The ques ti ons rai sed compe lled d iffi cult exp lo '-' atlons o f 'Silences' - unaddressed
places within my perso nal political and artist ic evolution. Before' cou ld considEr
answers, I had to face ways t hese ISsues were intimately connect ed to irnen s~
personal emotional uphea val regard ing pla ce, identity, desire. In an intense al!niCJht-lo ng conversa ti on with Eddie George (member of Bla::k Audio Film
Col lectiv e) talking about the struggle of opp re ssed people to come to voice, he
made the very 'down' comme nt th at 'o urs is a broke n 'JOice. ' MV response wa..
simp ly that I/,/hen you hei'l r the broken voice you also hear th e pain con tained

o
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within that brokenness ~ a speech of 5uff~ing; often it's th

5ot/fld nq~ wants

to hear. Stuart Hall talks about the need fo it 'politics of articula tion.' He and Eddie
have engaged in dialogue with me in it 'deeply soulful way, hearing my struggle for

mlove; I am grateful.
I have beenworking to change the way I spEak and write, to incorporate in
the manher of telling a sense of place, of not just who I am in the present but

word~. It is this dialogue between cornradetht Is.:a gestlJre

where I am coming from, themultiple vOi~ l1vithln

me. I have confronted silence,

inarticulateness. When I say, then, thatthese w ords emerge from suffering, I refer
to that personal struggle to name that location from which I come to voice - that
space of my theorizing.
Often when the radical voice speaks about domination we are speaking to
those who dominate. Their presence changes the nature and direction of our
words: Language is also a place of struggle. I was just a girl coming slowly' into
womanhood when I read Adrienne Rich's words, 'This is the oppressor's language,
yet I need it to talk to you.' This language that enabled me to attend graduate

school.

to write a dissertation. to speak at job interviews, carries the scent of

oppression, Language is also a place of struggle, The Australian aborigines say 'that

us:

smell of the white man is killing .
water

com bread,

.1 remember

the smells of my childhood, hot

tu rnip greens, fried pies. I remember the waY we talked to one

another. Qur WOl'9S ti:tjckly accented black Southern speech. Language is also a
place of struggle, We are wedded in language, have our being in words. Language
is also a place of struggle. Dare I speak ,to oppressed and oppre~or in the same
voice? Dare I speak to

you iQ ,a language tqat will move beyona the boundaries of

domination ~ a langu~ge ,that will not bind you, fence you in, or hold you?
Language is also a place of struggle. The oppressed struggle in language to rewver
ourselves, to reconcile, to reunite, to renew. Our words are not without meaning,
they are an action, a resistance. ~anguage. is .also a place of struggle.
It is no easy task to find ways to include our multiple voices within the various
texts we create - in film, poetry, feminist theory. Those.are sounds and images that
mainstream consumers find difficult to understand. Sounds and scenes which
cannot be appropriated are often that

~gn

everyone questions, wants to erase. to

'wipe out.' I feel it even now, writing this piece when I gave it talking and readi g,
talking spontaneously, using famIliar academic speech now and then. 'talking t he
talk' - using black vernacular speech, the intimate sounds and gestures I normally
save for family and loved ones. Private speech in public discourse, intimate intervention, making another text, a space that enables me to recover all that I am in
language, I find so many gaps, a~nces if.) this written text. T.o cite

them at least

is

to let the reader know something has been missed, or remains there hirrt~d at by
words - there in the deep structure.
Throughout Fr~om Chaa r, a work which traces aspects of the movement
against racial apartheid in South Africa, this ~tement is constantly repeated : ()(Jr
strugglf;! is also a struggle af .memory agqif11it f()rgfming, In much /1~VV, ~tin9

cultural practice, culturill texts - in film, bli3€k lIlerqture, critical theory ~ there is a n
effort to remember that is expressive of the n~ed to (feate spaces where one j ilbte
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to redeem and reclaim the past, legacies of pain, suffering, and triumph in ways
that transform present reality. Fragments of memory are not simply represented as
flat documentary but constructed to give a 'new take' on the old, constructed to
move us into a different mode of articulation. We see this in films like Dreaming
Rivers and Illusions, and in books like Mama Day by Gloria Naylor. Thinking again

about space and location, I heard the statement 'our struggle is also a struggle of
memory against forgetting'; a politicization of memory that distinguishes
nostalgia, that longing for something to be as once it was, a kind of useless act,
from that remembering that serves to illuminate and transform the present.
I have needed to remember, as part of a se'lf-critical process where one
pauses to reconsider choices and location, tracing my journey from small-town
Southern black life, from f01k traditions, and church experience to cities, to the
university, to neighborhoods that are not racially segregated, to places where I see
for the first tirne independent cinema, where I read critical theory, where I write
theory. Along that trajectory, t vividly recall efforts to silence my coming to voice . In
my pubhc presentation I was able to tell stories, to share memories. Here again I
onl,y hint at them. The opening essay in my book, Talking Back, describes my effort
to emerge as critical thinker, artist. and writer in a context of repression . I talk about
punishment. about mama and daddy aggressively silencing me, about the censorship of black communities . I had no choice. I had to struggle and resist to emerge
from that context and then from other locations with mind intact, with an open
heart. I nad 10 lieave that space I called home to move beyond boundaries, yet I
needed also to return there. We sing a song ,in the black church tradition that says,
'I'm going up the rough side of the mountain on my way home.' Indeed the very
meaning of 'home' changes with experience of decolonization, of radicalization .
At times, home is nowhere . At times, one knows only extreme estrangement and
alienation. Then home is no longer just one place . It is locations. Home is that place
which enables and promotes varied and everchanging perspectives, a place where
one discovers new ways of seeing reality, frontiers of difference. One confronts and
accepts dispersal and fragmentation as part of the construction of a new world
order that reveals more fully where we are, who we can become, an order that
does not demand forgetting. 'Our struggle is also a struggle of memory against
forgetting.'
This experience of space and location is not the same for black folks who
have always I.>een privileged, or for black folks who desire only to move from
underclass status to pOints of privilege; not the same for those of us from poor
backgrounds who have had to continually engage in actual political struggle both
within and outside black communities to assert an aesthetic and critical presence .
Black folks coming from poor, underclass communities, who enter universities or
privileged cultural settings unwilling to surrender every vestige of who we were
before we were there, all 'sign' of our class and cultural 'difference: who are
unwilling to play the role of 'exotic Other,' must ueate spaces within that culture of
domination if we are to survive whole, our souls intact. Our very presence is a
disruption. We are often as much an 'Other: a threat to black people from
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privi'leged class backgrounds who do not understand or share our perspectives, as
we are to uninformed white folks. Everywhere we go there is pressure to silence
our voices, to co-opt and undermine them . Mostly, of course, we are not there. We
never' arrive' or 'can't stay.' Back in those spaces where we come from, we kill
ourselves in despair, drowning in nihilism, caught in poverty, in addiction, in every
postmodern mode of dying that can be named . Yet when we few remain in that
'other' space, we are often too isolated, too alone. We die there, too. Those of us
who live, who 'make it: passionately holding on to aspects of that 'downhome' life
we do not intend to lose while simultaneously seeking new knowledge and
experience, invent spaces of radical openness. Without such spaces we wou td not
survive. Our living depends on our ability to conceptualize alternatives, often improvised. Theorizing about this experience aesthetically, critically is an agenda for
radical cultural practice .
For me this space of radical openness is a margin - a profound edge. Locating
oneself there is difficult yet necessary. It is not a 'safe' place. One is always at risk .
One needs a community of resistance.
In the preface to Feminist Theory: From Margin to Center, I expressed these
thoughts on marginality:
To be in the margin is to be part of the whole but outside the main body. As black
Americans living in a small Kentucky town, the railroad tracks were a daily reminder of
our marginality. Across those tracks were paved streets, stores we could not enter,
restaurants we could not eat in, and people we could not look directly in the face.
Across those tracks was a world we could work in as maids, as janitors, as prostitutes, as
long as it was ir. a service capacity. We could enter that world but we could not

liv~

there. We had always to return to the margin, to cross the tracks to shacks and
abandoned houses on the edge of town.
There were laws to ensure our return. Not to return was to risk being punished.
Living as we did - on the edge - we developed a particular way of seeing reality. We
looked both from the outside in and from the inside out. We focused our attention on
the center as well as on the margin.We understood both. This mode of seeing reminded
us of the existence of a whole universe, a main body made up of both margin and
center. Our survi'Jal depended on an ongoing public awareness of the separation
between margin and center and an ongoing private acknowledgement that we were a
necessary, vital part of that whole.
This sense of wholeness, impressed upon our consciousness by the structure of
our daily lives, provided us with an oppositional world-view - a mode of seeing
unknown to most of our oppressors, that sustained us, aided us in our struggle to
transcend poverty and despair, strengthened our sense of self and our solidarity.
Though incomplete, these statements identify marginality as much more
than a site of deprivation; in fact I was saying just the opposite, that it is also the
site of radical possibility, a space of resistance . It was this marginality that I was
naming as a central location for the production of a counter-hegemonic disc7Jurse
that is not just found in words but in habits of being and the way one lives. As such,
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I was not speaking of a marginality one wishes to lose - to give up or surrender as
part of moving into the center - but rather of a site one stays in, cl ings to even,
because it nourishes one's capacity to resist. It offers to one the possibility of radical
perspective from wh ich to see and create, to imagine alternatives, new worlds .
This is not a mythic notion of marginality. It comes from lived experience. Yet
I want to talk about what it means to struggle to maintain that marginality even as
one works, produces, lives, if you will, at the center. I no longer live in that segregated world across the tracks. Centra ~ to life in that world wa s the ongoing awareness of the necessity of opposition . When Bob Marley sings, 'We refu se to be what
you want us to be, we are what we are, and that's the way i,t's going to be.' that
space of refusal, where one can say no to the colonizer, no to the down pressor, is
located in the margins. And one can only say no, speak the voice of resistance,
because there exists a counter-language . While it may resembl'e the colonizer's
tongue, it has undergone a transformation, it has been irrevocably changed . When
I left that concrete space in the margins, I kept alive in my heart ways of knowing
reality, which affirm continually not only the primacy of resistance but the necessity
of a resistance that is sustained by remembrance of the past, which includes
recollections of broken tongues givin g us ways to speak that decolonize our minds,
our very beings. Once mama said to me as I was about to go again to the predominantly white university, 'You can take what the white people have to offer, but
you do not have to love them.' Now understanding her cultural codes, I know that
she was not saying to me not to love people of other races . She was speaking
about colonization and the reality of what it means to be taught in a culture of
domination by those who dominate. She was insisting on my power to be able to
separate useful knowledge that I migl1t get from the dominating group from
participation in ways of knowing that would lead to estrangement, alienation, and
worse - assimilation and co-optation . She was saying that it is not necessary to give
yourself over to them to learn. Not having been in those institutions, she knew that
I might be faced again and again with situations where I' would be 'tried,' made to
feel as though a central requirement of my being accepted would mean participation in this system of exchange to ensure my success, my 'making it.' She was
reminding me of the necessity of opposition and simultaneously encouraging me
not to I'ose that radicall perspective shaped and formed by marginality.
Understanding marginality as position and place of resistance is crucial for
oppressed, exploited, colonized people. If we only view the margin as sign marking
the despair, a deep nihilism penetrates in a destructive way the very ground of
our being . It is there in that space of collective despair that one's creativity, one's
imagination is at risk, there that one's mind is fully colonized, there that the freedom one longs for as lost. Truly the mind that resists colonization struggles for
freedom one longs for is lost. Truly the mind that resists colonization struggles
for freedom of expression. The struggle may not even begin with the colonizer; it
may begin within one's segregated, colonized community and family. So I want to
note that I am not trying to romantically re-inscribe the notion of that space of
marginality where the oppressed live apart from their oppressors as 'pure.' I want
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to say that these margins have been both sites of repression and sites of resistance.
And since we are well able to name the nature of that repression we know better
the margin as site of deprivation. We are more silent when it comes to speaking of
the margin as site of resistance. We are more often silenced when it comes to
speaking of the margin as site of resistance.
Silenced. During my graduate years I heard myself speaking often in the voice
of resistance. I cannot say that my speech was welcomed. I cannot say that my
speech was heard in such a way that it altered relations between colonizer and
colonized. Yet what I have noticed is that those scholars, most especially those who
name themselves radical critical thinkers, feminist thinkers, now fully participate ,in
the construction of a discourse about the 'Other.' I was made 'Other' there in that
space with them . In that space in the margins, that lived-in segregated world of my
past and present. They did not meet me there in that space. They met me at the
center. They greeted me as colonizers. I am waiting to learn from them the path of
their resistance, of how it came to be that they were able to surrender the power to
act as colonizers. I am waiting for them to bear witness, to give testimony. They say
that the discourse on marginality, on difference has moved beyond a discussion of
'us and them.' They do not speak of how this movement has taken place. This is a
response from the radical space of my marginality. It is a space of resistance. It is a
space I choose.
'I am waiting for them to stop talking about the 'Other,' to stop even describing how important it is to be able to speak about difference. It is not just important
what we speak about, but how and why we speak. Often this speech about the
'Other' is also a mask, an oppressive talk hiding gaps, absences, that space where
our words would be if we were speaking, if there were silence, if we were there .
This 'we' is that 'us' in the margins, that 'we' who inhabit margin.al space that is
not a site of domination but a place of resistance. Enter that space. Often this
speech about the 'Other' annihilates, erases: 'No need to hear your voice when I
can talk about you better than you can speak about yourself. No need to hear your
voice. Only tell me about your pain. I want to know your story. And then I will tell it
back to you in a new way. Tell it back to you in such a way that it has become mine,
my own. Re-writing you, I write myself anew. I am still author, authority. I am still
the co'ionizer, the speaking subject. and you are now at the center of my talk.' Stop.
We greet you as liberators. This 'we' is that 'us' in the margins. that 'we' who
inhabit marginal space that is not a site of domination but a place of resistance.
Enter that space. This is an intervention. I am writing to you. I am speaking from a
place in the margins where I am different, where I see things differently. I am talking about what I see.
Speaking from margins . Speaking in resistance. I open a book. There are
words on the back cover, Never in the Shadows Again. A book which suggests the
possibility of speaking as liberators. Only who is speaking and who is silent. Only
who stands in the shadows - the shadow in a doorway, the space w!lere images of
black women are represented voiceless, the space where our words are invoked to
serve and support, the space of our absence. Only small echoes of protest. We are
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re-written. We are 'Other.' We are the margin. Who is speaking and to whom.
Where do we locate ourselves and comrades.?
Silenced. We fear those who speak about us, who do not speak to us and
with us. We know what it is like to be silenced . We know that the forces that
silence us, because they never want us to speak, differ from the forces that say
speak, tell me your story. Onl~" do not speak in a voice of resistance. Only speak
from that space in the margin !hat is a sign of deprivation, a wound, an unfulfilled
longing. Only speak your pain .
This is an intervention. A message from that space in the margin that is a site
of creativity and power, that inclusive space where we recover ourselves, where we
move in solidarity to erase the category coionized/co'ionizer. Marginality as site of
resistance. Enter that space. Let us meet thue. Enter that space . We greet you as
liberators.
Spaces can be real and imagined. Spaces can tell stories and unfold histories.
Spaces can be interrupted, appropriated, and transformed through artistic and
literary practice .
As Pratibha Parma notes, 'The appropriation and use of space are political
acts.'
To speak about that location from which work emerges, I choose familiar
politicized language, old codes, words like 'struggle, marginality, resistance.' I
choose these words knowing that they

die

no

I::;~ '] ur

popular or 'cool' - hold onto

them and the political legacies they evoke and affirm, even as I work to change
what they say, to give them renewed and different meaning.
I am located in the margin. I make a definite distinction between that
marginality which is imposed by oppressive structures and that marginality one
chooses as site of resistance - as location of radical openness and possibility. This
site of resistance is continually formed in that segregated culture of opposition that
is our critical response to domination. We come to this space through suffering and
pain, through struggle. We know struggle to be that which pleasures, delights, and
fulfills desire. We are transformed, individually, collectively, as we make radical
creative space which affirms and sustains our subjectivity, which gives us a new
location from which to articulate our sense of the world .
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